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Abstract 
Buck, G. and J. Orloff, Computing canonical conformations for knots, Topology and its 
Applications 51 (1993) 247-253. 
In a paper by G. Buck and J. Simon a potential energy function for piecewise linear knots is 
introduced. This associates an energy surface with any given knot type. Descriptions of the 
energy surface are in some sense invariants of the knot type. The global minimum might be 
considered to be a canonical position for the knot. In this paper we discuss an algorithm for 
computing minimums of the energy: approximation of the gradient flow. Pictures of minima for 
the trefoil and for the figure eight knot are included. 
Keywords: Knots; physical knot theory. 
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A paper [l] included in this issue introduces some potential energy functions for 
piecewise linear conformations of knots. It is noted that critical points for the 
energy are “special” conformations for the knot type. In fact minimums of the 
energy may be thought of as canonical positions for the knots. One might 
reasonably expect these minima to be “nice” conformations. 
These considerations suggest a natural algorithm: begin with an initial confor- 
mation and follow the gradient flow to a minimum, a canonical conformation. In 
this paper we present some graphical examples of the application of such an 
algorithm. We also discuss some facets of the application. 
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Preliminaries 
(See [l].) We are concerned with polygonal knots in R3. Thus we can identify a 
knot with an ordered list of its vertices. We will denote the set of all N-segment 
proper knots in R3 by 37”‘. So an element of 37”’ is an N-tuple of triples, that is 
(x’,,..., x’,) E IJP, Zi E R3. 
We will want to keep the arclength of the knot constant. That is, the knot will 
be a point on the constraint manifold space given by the equation I 7, - Z2 1 + 
I $2 -Z31+ ..* + ( ZN_, -TN 1 + I &, -.i?, ) = c, where c is the desired arclength. 
We will use ZCN to denote the set of proper N-segment knots of arclength c. 
In order to define the energy we need some additional notation: 
x = (Z,, . . .) ZN) E BP is a generalized N-segment knot. 
li,j = I Tj -.Zi I for each i, j. 
Xi is the line segment from .Cj to ,Ci+,. (XN is the line segment from ZN to x’,.) 
The potential energy of two line segments X = lx’,, x’,] and Y = [ yi, y’,] is given 
by: 
(See [l] for the background on this potential.) 
The energy of the generalized N-segment knot x’, with segments Xi,. . . , X, is 
given by: 
ub( ‘) = C ub(xi, x~)> 
where the sum is taken over all nonadjacent pairs of segments X,, X,. 
A conformation is called U,-feasible if 0 < U,(X,, Xj) < 00 for all nonadjacent 
pairs of segments XL, X,. 
The algorithm 
We are looking for places where potential U, restricted to the constraint surface 
is minimized. That is, we want to find points on the constraint manifold where the 
gradient aU,/CE is orthogonal to the surface. Since expanding the knot lowers the 
potential, if the arclength was not kept constant the knot would expand to infinity 
under minimization. 
We want to approximate the gradient flow in an easily computable way. We 
note that U, “scales” (see [l]), therefore if a conformation X is a minimum for 
knots of length c then 12 is a minimum for knots of length tc. In this sense all the 
constraint surfaces are exactly the same. Therefore we have the following simple 
natural approximation of the gradient flow on the constraint surface. We start with 
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an initial U,-feasible conformation 2,. Next, add the vector .4XJ&3x)(IC,), where 
E is a positive number (the step size). Finally, project back to the constraint surface 
by resealing to the original arclength. Thus our iteration scheme is: 
[ 
au, _ i, = c,, xc, + tz(Xg) > 
1 
where 
arclength X, 
This is an Euler approximation. 
Fig. 1 Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
Remarks. (1) Since the potential depends only on mutual distances we are free to 
translate or rotate the picture at any point in the process. (2) Proposition 4.1 
guarantees that we can approximate any given knot by a polygon that is a 
Ub-feasible conformation. Therefore by a suitable choice of 12 we can apply the 
algorithm to any given knot. 
We have implemented the algorithm in several different computing environ- 
ments. Included in this paper are three samples runs. The first is an unknot of 
eight vertices (see Figs. l-5). The last picture (Fig. 5) in this sequence is a rotation 
of the fourth (Fig. 4), note that it is a regular octagon: we expect that the regular 
n-gon is the global minimum for the unknot of II vertices. The second run is the 
trefoil knot (see Figs. 6-13). The last three pictures (Figs. 11-13) in this sequence 
are simply rotations of the final conformation (Fig. 10). The third run is the figure 
eight knot (see Figs. 14-18), in this sequence the last picture (Fig. 18) is a rotation 
of the fourth one (Fig. 17). We note that the initial conformation in each run is a 
U, feasible conformation. For these examples, the conformations were computed 
in Pascal, employing the algorithm outlined above. The rendering was done in 
Mathematics, employing a modified version of the PrametricPlot3D package. The 
authors would be happy to supply the code. 
Fig. 6. Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 8. Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. Fig. 11. 
Fig. 12. Fig. 13. 
Fig. 14. Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 16. Fig. 17 
Fig. 18. 
Comments on the algorithm and examples 
(1) By genera1 theory, we are not surprised to find symmetries at the minima. 
An interesting problem is the relation of these symmetries to the known topologi- 
cal symmetries of the knots (or knot groups). 
(2) Since the energy computation involves taking pairs of segments, each 
iteration in the algorithm is a computation with size of order N2, where N is the 
number of segments. The number of segments required will depend on how 
“complicated” an initial conformation one chooses and on how “smooth” a picture 
one desires. The examples above have less than 50 segments. One can make a very 
complicated picture with 100 segments. On readily available computers this allows 
lo5 iterations with relative ease. We mention these numbers because for many 
knot invariants, the size of the computation grows exponentially with the number 
of crossings. 
(3) The function U,, is an inverse distance potential. However, we could have 
used any (negative) power in the definition of U,. It can be shown that as the 
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exponent gets large the potential emphasizes the local aspects of the conformation. 
This explains why in computer experiments it was observed that high powers did 
not lead to conformations as simple as those that result from U,. For computations 
this perhaps makes U, preferable to the potential U, employed by Fukuhara (see 
Lm. 
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